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ABSTRACT
This dissertation consists of two parts. Part 1 is a composition for orchestra
entitled Now at the Middle of the Night. Part 2 is the current document, which concerns
temporality in the score of the movie Arrival. The essay discusses types of experiential
time and how the main character begins to see time as a whole, not simply as a linear
path. The paper looks at three scenes to examine how the musical techniques mirror the
change in perspective the main character undergoes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this analysis of Arrival, I adopt what Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari call a
rhizomatic approach (1987, 3-25). Deleuze and Guattari argued that our approach to
philosophy as a search for being has led us astray because that question is unanswerable.
Rather, our questions should revolve around becoming, which is most apparent through
difference. Such an approach reveals numerous and seemingly random connections
between us and virtually everything else, and they likened this methodology to the ways
in which a rhizome grows and connects a multitude of living things but in a way that is
out of view to humans without interference. Thus, my approach to understanding how the
score to Arrival mirrors the myriad ways humans experience time connects aspects of
music and critical theory, mechanically reproducing, to use a term by Walter Benjamin,
an understanding of the score’s function in the movie (1969).
In this essay, I examine three sequences from the movie Arrival (2016) by Denis
Villeneuve and music by Jóhann Jóhannson in terms of their construction of temporality,
both narratively and in relation to how viewers experience it. A quick summary of the
movie: a linguist becomes unstuck in time as she learns to understand the language of
aliens who have arrived on Earth. To understand the temporal flux the linguist
experiences, I adopt analytical methods from film theory, including Robynn Stilwell and
Michel Chion; from psychoanalysis, including Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan; from
semiotic theory, mainly Roland Barthes; from theories of time, including those of Henri
Bergson and Gérard Grisey; from the philosophy of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari;
and from music theory, from Jonathan Kramer, Matthew Baileyshea, and traditional
music analysis.
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Of the arts, film comes closest to reflecting our own experience in the world: it is
visual and aural. We believe stories in movies because we see characters talk, act, and
eat—just like we do. But the medium exposes itself in manners contrary to our own lived
experience, yet we have no issue looking past these supposed shortcomings and still
managing to believe in its realism. We view films on a two-dimensional plane, yet threedimensional perspective lets us see beyond the flat screen. We know we’re seeing still
images flashing before our eyes one after the other, yet our brains combine small
differences in location as motion. We have but one corporeal being with which
experience in the world, but we take no issue with being shown the same scene
reconstructed from multiple cameras, nor being underwater for more time than our
breathing mechanisms allow.
Robyn Stilwell pointed out the ease with which we assimilate and recognize (once
we learn the terms) the diegetic/non-diegetic framing of music in film (Stilwell 2007).
But her and Jim Buhler’s idea of the “fantastical gap” transforms diegetic/non-diegetic
distinctions into a spectrum. Often, the term suggests, music can seem to embody partial
traits of both diegetic/non-diegetic qualities. In addition, the concept of acousmatic
sound, sounds with visually hidden sources, when fully realized suggests all sound—
including music—could be either diegetic or non-diegetic (Chion 1994, 32). It could be
that Bart (Cleavon Little), the sheriff in Blazing Saddles, hears Count Basie long before
he sees the bandleader with his orchestra sitting in the desert, even though the music
appears to be non-diegetic. Matt Baileyshea, addressing opera, extends this idea further to
suggest that hearing the orchestra is not limited to the audience (Baileyshea 2007). In
fact, it is not only possible that characters hear the orchestra, but also that they control it.
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I argue that Louise can hear what we initially interpret as non-diegetic music in Arrival.1
The strangeness of the music and its temporal recursion suggests the aliens as its source.
Just as she learns to read and understand their language, she bridges the fantastical gap
through hearing their music. I will illustrate this phenomenon through examining these
leitmotifs/devices: the source track On the Nature of Daylight; the Whale Song leitmotif;
drones created through time stretching; gestural effects such as string glissandi; the
blurring of sound effects and music; digital signal processing; and textless singing.

1

Ben Winters (2010) offers a similar reading for what first appears to be non-diegetic space in the film
Saving Private Ryan.
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2. SYNOPSIS AND MUSICAL OVERVIEW
Arrival, directed by Denis Villeneuve, and scored by Jóhann Jóhannsson,
linearizes the multi-temporal story of Louise Banks (Amy Adams), a linguistics professor
who has been tasked with deciphering the language of an alien race. The aliens have
populated the earth with cylindrical spaceships hovering above the ground akin to
sleeping sperm whales (Miller et al. 2008). Together with astrophysicist Ian Donnelly
(Jeremy Renner), the United States army brings Louise to an encampment in Montana
adjacent to one of the alien’s space ships. Through multiple visits inside the spaceship—
where Einsteinian physics do not apply—Louise and Ian come to know two aliens they
jokingly name Abbott and Costello. They earn the extraterrestrials’ trust and slowly learn
a language that consists of circular characters emitted from the aliens’ tentacles like ink
from an octopus. What the first-time viewer observes as flashbacks turn out to be
flashforwards, a phenomenon that becomes clearer because as Louise learns the alien’s
language, her sense of temporality shifts so that she experiences the future in the same
way humans remember the past. Because numerous alien ships have appeared throughout
the world, the stressors of the situation drive each country to view the aliens as a both an
existential threat and a wedge. Leaders from each country eventually break off
collaborative communication with the others because of the worry that the aliens will
help other countries with advanced technology. Louise prevents a World War III-like
conflict with her newfound ability to see the future by communicating a secret told to her
by future Chinese General Shang to present Chinese General Shang. The aliens depart,
having bequeathed their gift of language to Louise in exchange for humans having saved
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their race in the future.2 Arguably, Louise becomes a mother not only of her future child
but also of humanity itself, as its maternal protector. Although I will not directly pursue
this interpretive path in this paper, one could argue that Louise’s newfound temporal
ability embodies a mother’s sense of time.
Jóhannsson’s score for Arrival, like much of his concert, electronica, and other
film music, blends acoustic and electronic sound. The electronic sound uses sampling and
synthesis. Most relevant for the score, though, is the digital signal processing technique
of time stretching3 that appears leitmotivically throughout. This time-stretched leitmotif
sounds like a low piano note’s transient convolved with a helicopter motor to form a
drone with a perceptible but wavering pitch. Acoustic sounds include soprano
vocalizations accompanied by drumming, modernist string pizzicati, sustained string
textures, etc. Other electronic sounds include drones, sampled whale song, and samples
played in reverse, etc. Finally, borrowed music includes Max Richter’s On the Nature of
Daylight, a chaconne with a lament topic, and the fourth movement of Dvorak’s E Major
String Serenade, Op. 22, B 52, which is diegetically played during a party.
What I hope to argue about this score is that the temporal placement of On the
Nature of Daylight—at the very beginning, roughly half-way through during a montage,
and at the very end—reflects a cyclical organization of the music that not only directly
resembles the alien’s symbolic language but also represents the spiracle method with
which Louise experiences time. In addition, I will argue that Louise hears all of the
music—not simply anything diegetic. In order to flesh out this argument, I will look at an

2

The purposeful mixed grammatical syntax reflects the paradoxical temporality of the film.
Because this analysis depends on aural perception rather than score analysis, I cannot verify the definite
use of time stretching. With my experience as an electronic music composer, it seems evident that time
stretching is the technique involved.

3
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usually long scene when Louise travels from her home to the alien landing site in
Montana and first enters the alien’s ship; the three instances of On the Nature of
Daylight; and the scene when Louise learns that what we think is her past is actually her
future.
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3. CYCLICAL TIME IN THE OPENING MONTAGE
After the opening credits (listing Paramount Pictures and other studios), the
screen turns to black, and shortly thereafter On the Nature of Daylight by Max Richter
begins, establishing the sonic diegesis before any visuals. The story proper begins with a
voiceover from Louise verbalizing a letter-like narrative that we assume to be addressed
to her daughter. The voiceover clues us into the themes of the movie by mentioning
Louise’s reflective realization that “memory is a strange thing” and “we are so bound by
time” (00:01:43). Through this opening 3 minute montage, the visuals tell the story of
what we assume to be Louise’s memories of her daughter’s (Hannah) entire tragically
short life. We witness Hannah’s birth, during which we hear Louise say “Come back to
me,” one of the only diegetic sounds in the entire montage. After a jump cut to a close-up
of Hannah as a child saying “Stick ‘em up!,” we experience a metonym of a joyful
childhood where Louise and Hannah play in the backyard, overlooking the still lake. The
following scene shows Louise putting Hannah to bed with a whispered “I love you” from
Hannah ending the scene. “I hate you!,” screams adolescent Hannah, shot close-up,
jarring us from the lull of bedtime to the turbulent teenage years via a jump cut. This age
is short lived, however, as we enter a doctor’s office after another jump cut, where a
doctor evaluates what seems to be Hannah’s thyroid. Without dialogue, a shot of the
doctor and a crying Louise in the hallway outside of the evaluation room cues us into
Hannah’s tragic diagnosis, an inference confirmed by Louise sitting on Hannah’s hospital
bed, again tucking her in. This time, however, Hannah’s hair loss and Louise’s collapse
onto the bed, followed by a saunter through a hospital hallway, brings not repose of
bedtime but mourning brought on by a child’s death.
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Throughout the montage, contrarian emotional displays coupled with the affect of
the music convey a darker subtext to the putative memories of Louise narrates to us. The
viewer may then question the motivation of showing this other side of what we usually
depict as the joyful memories of raising a child. For example, when the nurse hands
newborn Hannah to Louise still in the hospital bed, Louise’s face conveys emotions akin
to loss, nostalgia, and/or tragedy, despite having just experienced the joy of childbirth. At
the same time, Louise says “Come back to me,” an odd utterance for someone being
handed their baby for the first time. Although we might read this line as a newfound
mother wishing for her baby to return to the mother after leaving the womb, the music
lends the statement to a darker, alternative reading. Additionally, we often see Louise
longingly look down to a point off camera immediately after living through a pleasant
memory of her daughter, who is still in the scene. Her gaze at these moments seems
painful.
Only in retrospect, after watching the entire film and registering the Chinese
general’s comment to Louise at the party as a Master Signifier4, does the viewer
reevaluate the temporal placements of the events in this opening montage and register the
temporality of these events as problematic—their linearity comes into question. For
example, Louise’s voice over implies narration and therefore the past. However, since we
learn of Louise’s ability to see the future, she may be narrating what is yet to happen. The
other possibility is that it’s both: she foresaw these events as something to come, then
lived them, and is now retelling them as past events yet from a temporal placement of

4

“A master signifier reorganizes our thinking about a text; it functions as a kernel around which the
interpreter organizes a text. Master Signifiers tend to come at the beginning or ending of a text” (Žižek
1989, 56).
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after the narrative of the movie proper. The polyphony of narration, visuals, and music
creates a temporal singularity, one in which the montage represents time as nonlinear,
akin to the manner that the aliens experience of time.
Richter’s source track accompanying this opening montage musically paints the
temporal problems revealed by the singularity. Scored for string orchestra, On the Nature
of Daylight unfolds as a chaconne, with a modal progression in B-flat Aeolian. With their
ever-repeating harmonic structure, chaconnes themselves present a musical-temporal
problem. As David Huron proposes, the anticipation of musical events to come builds
much of the structural scaffolding of Western music (Huron 2006). We orient ourselves
in musical structure based on what we just heard, what we hear now, and what we
anticipate will come.5 Tonal composers create musical drama through pathways that
either realize or conflict with that anticipation. The repeating progressions in chaconnes
lull us into fatalistic, hypnotic experiences of the music. After a few trips through the
pattern of the chaconne, we internalize its structure and build an anticipation of its
future—seemingly inevitable—presentations. However, we also build a circular reading
of this form, since it always returns to where it began. The recorded version of On the
Nature of Daylight lasts 6:54 (Richter 2014) and reaches a climax as a result of
thickening texture, widening tessitura, and amplifying dynamics upon each repetition of
the progression. Yet, the montage cuts out the full, dramatic climax just as the texture
begins to thicken through chordal oscillations from the solo violin. Despite this cut, the
cue for the montage retains its musical continuity. Only a listener who knows the music
in advance would recognize the edit. Thus, the chaconne’s circular pattern survives

5

David Bordwell (2013) argues that Hollywood narrative structure engages in a similar interplay between
expectation and realization.
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throughout the scene, lending it a multi-temporal reading that is linear but never arrives at
a destination. This temporality simultaneously supports and contradicts Huron, since we
successfully anticipate each return of the circuitous pattern but may recognize suppressed
musical drama due to the failure of the repetitions to lead to a satisfactory climax.
The affect of the minor mode underscores the emotional pain and grief that
Louise experiences/remembers despite the montage narrating numerous happy memories
of her daughter’s childhood. Set in B-flat Aeolian, the chaconne follows a sixteen-bar
pattern, though Richter often makes subtle changes in the pattern that a listener might not
catch because of its modal nature (see Figure 1). The opening four bars show a
microcosm of the multitemporal spectrum of the piece as a whole. The opening B-flat
minor harmony sets the tonality and emotional resonance of the pattern. Yet, the
following F minor and D-flat harmonies set a soft, linear, modal progression toward the
ultimate G-flat harmony, which simultaneously elicits contradictory sensations of
satisfactory arrival and melancholic reflection.

11

Figure 1. The First 24 Measures of the Chaconne of On the Nature of Daylight.
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4. FIRST CONTACT
The second sequence under consideration involves the time span from when
Louise is awakened by a helicopter landing in her front yard to the moment she steps into
the alien ship (00:14:30-00:33:00). Although this sequence is unusually long, what binds
it together is the sound of the helicopter, which morphs into a drone that remains until she
enters the camp. The drone drops out during a briefing but reenters as she travels from
the army camp to the ship. Mixed with the drone during the helicopter ride are sounds
akin to whale song, appropriate since whale song is a kind of language, and Louise will
attempt to decipher another kind of language. What I hope to illustrate in this sequence is
that sound design aboard the helicopter clues us to the possibility that Louise can hear
what we take to be the underscoring. As such, the underscoring is an example of what
Buhler and Stilwell call “the fantastical gap,” defined earlier. In addition, I will argue that
the whale song is a leitmotif for the aliens and their peculiar language. Finally, I will
show that the drone’s production technique involves time stretching, which serves as a
metaphor for the aliens’ conception of time, a conception that Louise will pick up as she
learns their language.
After Louise’s meeting with Colonel Weber (Forest Whitaker) in her campus
office, when she declines the offer to assist in translating the alien language, the sound of
a helicopter awakens her. She approaches the front door and Colonel Weber answers a
riddle that she had offered to test another linguist’s credibility. Realizing that she is the
most qualified person to translate the alien language, Colonel Weber asks her to board the
helicopter to fly to the encampment near the alien ship. Sound design during the
helicopter ride is focalized through Louise, because once she puts on a pair of
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headphones in order to hear her crewmember, Ian Donnelly (Jeremy Renner), the noise of
the helicopter filters out. The helicopter arrives at the site of the alien ship and the
makeshift military base at daybreak, and the conversation between Louise and Ian has
become flirtatious. Before landing, the view, focalized through Louise, features a long
line of cars that suggest civilians making a pilgrimage to the alien ship.
As the helicopter approaches the ship through low-lying cloud cover, Louise’s
surprised expression is accompanied by a new layer of sound a bit higher in the mix than
that of the helicopter. This drone has both an ominous and enigmatic character that in
retrospect symbolizes the qualities of the aliens’ conception of time and language. A cut
to a shot from outside the helicopter reveals the alien ship, which looks like a dark lens,
or a bean sitting at one of the narrow ends. Another striking effect is that the stark
difference between the white clouds and the ship makes the latter appear like a hole in the
fabric of the world (see Figure 2). As something outside the normative experience of
subjectivity, the ship acts as a piece of the Lacanian real, which challenges our notions of
how the world works.6 The ship does not belong, it is a tear in the substance of the world,
especially since it is set in an idyllic landscape. As the helicopter comes closer to the
ship, a new sound enters the mix. Like the ship, this sound conjures the real: is it vocal, is
it whale song, is it electronically generated, is it the sound of the aliens themselves, does
it emanate from the ship? There is an uncertainty about the sound’s source. In addition,
since much of the visuals and underscoring are focalized through Louise, it may be that
only Louise hears this sound. It may also be that the sound is nondiegetic. For this reason,

6

Fink gives the example of “an infant’s body ‘before’ it comes under the sway of the symbolic order”
(2017, 24). That is, the real is what escapes language.
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the sound falls into the fantastical gap, which always prompts interpretation. My
interpretation is that Louise does hear this sound because she will be the one who
understands the alien language before anyone else. While it may appear that the view of
the ship and the helicopter has changed the view from that of Louise to a neutral
narrator’s position, careful study of the images reveals that a number of helicopters are
approaching and leaving the scene. Therefore, the view and the underscoring all come
from Louise’s point of view. This focalization of image and sound reinforces the idea that
Louise may be in fact hearing what the viewer might take as surface-level sound design.

Figure 2. The Alien Spacecraft in the Montana Landscape.

A jump cut to Ian and Louise walking from the helicopter to the base shows looks
of concern from the two characters. The cacophonic sound design during this scene
mirrors the bewildered expressions of the main characters. We hear the sounds of the
soldiers in the camp, the continuing sound of helicopters, and the strange whale-like
music. None of the sounds prevails in the mix; sometimes the whale sound rises in the
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mix, and at others the helicopter sounds rise, etc. Louise is in the shock of the real, and
the sound mix oscillates between realism and the real, between conventional sounds and
nonconventional ones. At last, Colonel Weber’s voice comes to the fore as he gives
commands to Louise and Ian, but Louise responds with just a feeble nod, as if she is still
in shock.
Inside the military tent, Louise receives immunizations and a briefing of the
current status of the world-wide understanding of the aliens. The scene ends with Louise
and Ian preparing to enter the ship, while hearing descriptions of what to expect. Other
than dialogue, we hear the acousmatic sound of alarms, clearly indexing the nervous
anticipation of confronting the aliens.7 The interior of the military tent acts as a symbolic
womb, inside of which Louise and company prepare to leave the familiar and enter into a
new symbolic order.
As Louise and company approach the ship, the sounds of the helicopter fade back
in with high fidelity. Akin to the previous scene when Louise puts on the headphones to
hear the conversation aboard the helicopter, a lowpass filter on the sound design muffles
the helicopter sounds to focalize them to Louise’s aural perspective. This shift from
fidelity to clarity occurs in parallel with the camera changing point of view from Louise’s
back to her face.8 Generally, sound in a movie is focalized through a scene’s main
character, but here, careful study reveals the sound is focalized primarily through Louise.
The fidelity/clarity shift in this scene reflects the turbulent disorientation Louise

7

Michel Chion coined the term “acousmatic” for sounds whose sources we cannot locate in the visuals.
See Chion 1994, 32.
8
David Neumeyer and James Buhler use the terms fidelity and clarity to distinguish diegetic sounds that
sound like the real world (fidelity) and those that are exaggerated for cinematic effect (clarity). See
Neumeyer and Buhler 2015.
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experiences as she moves from a Symbolic Order that she knows (American life) to a
literally alien Symbolic Order.9 Additionally, while Louise understands her role as
translator of the alien’s language, she does not know that she is already a member of their
Symbolic Order, as shown later in the movie when Louise not only knows the alien’s
language but actually comes to live their temporal order.
As she walks toward the truck that will transport her and the crew to the alien’s
ship, Louise’s face shows marked characteristics of stress and anxiety—a Freudian
anxiety caused by the unknown.10 Colonel Weber anticipates Louise’s emotional
reactions to each step of her journey to the ship by giving parent-like instructions to try to
ground Louise’s mental state in her current Symbolic Order. For example, he tells her to
grab on to the side of the truck for balance as they start driving toward the ship.
Additionally, earlier in the tent, preparing to leave for the ship, Louise asks a member of
the crew what the aliens look like. The crew member dismisses her question like an
impatient parent who squashes a child’s ephemeral question in order to move along.
However, while Louise understands these instructions, they are no match for the Real,
whose messages drown out the good intentions of the Colonel. A sonic parallel to
Louise’s anxiety comes from the helicopter rotors, a sound Louise understands. However,
the drone from earlier remerges as she approaches the truck. The image track emphasizes
my argument that Louise can hear what we interpret as non-diegetic sound because as she
rides in the truck bed, she responds with physical gestures as if to shake off discomfort.

9

I’m referring particularly to Lacan’s model of subjectivity, where a child moves from the Imaginary
(thinking in images) to the Symbolic (thinking in language). Any experience in which the symbolic fails to
explain to the subject is a communication from the Real, examples of which include the transcendental, the
sublime, the abject, etc. See Fink 2017.
10
Freud distinguishes anxiety from fear and fright. Unlike fear and fright which respond to real world
events, anxiety is a symptom of an uncertain future. See Freud 1950.
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However, she does not appear to be experiencing actual physical pain. So the only
stimulus to which she could be responding is the drone. Meanwhile, Ian’s gleeful face
communicates his excitement at experiencing something he’s probably dreamt of since he
was a kid. The Real then communicates musically through what I interpret as a roll on a
low piano string that intensifies the drone and through a loud double bass/horn/electronic
glissando growl that sounds like an alarm.
This glissando toggles through a minor third, which in the scholarship is noted as
a primary interval in children’s songs. As one of the first sounds that Louise encounters
from the aliens, this alarm-like leitmotif reflects Louise’s unfamiliarity with the
phonemes of the alien language, yet it is also an unrealized initiation to this sounds of this
language. In other words, Louise does not know that the alarm sound is a building block
of the aliens’ language and that she will come to understand this sound as part of it.
As the hydraulic lift brings the crew to within reach of the alien ship, Louise
raises her arm to touch the hull of the ship. This moment of first contact goes without
celebration, fanfare, or excitement of any kind. Rather, the black glove set against the
stark blues of the hull suggest mystery and disbelief toward the reality of the haptic
encounter. The camera then tracks downward with Louise’s lowering hand to reveal her
empty facial expression—again a joyless sign of the Real. Another Real leitmotif
underscores the sublimity—in the nineteenth century sense—of this moment of contact. I
emphasize the strange nature of this encounter because it runs counter to the conventional
representation of first contact with aliens in Hollywood.11 Ian then emits a laugh as he

11

I have in mind movies such as E.T. and Star Trek: First Contact, which often give optimistic and
celebratory auras to alien encounters.
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touches the ship. However, this laugh does not suggest the joy or celebratory mood that
he exhibited on the truck ride to the ship. Rather, the laugh sounds mad and creepy—
again, suggesting the strangeness of the encounter.
As the crew begins their walk down the tunnel to the viewing gallery, a soft bass
pizzicato enters, working as a musical allegory of footsteps (albeit out of time with the
humans’ actual footsteps that show that the humans must exert conscious effort in their
walking to adapt to the new gravitational physics). Figure 3 shows the relative simplicity
of this ostinato. The two, repeated C3s followed by the octave drop to C2 mark standard
Earth objective time, accompanying the viewers’ sense of elapsed time in the scene. As
non-diegetic affect, however, the speed of the footsteps is slower than the beating time of
the pizzicato motive, creating a dimension of temporal dissonance. The dissonance
indexes the varied temporal flow aboard the ship. Because of the metronomic effect the
ostinato elicits—especially after hearing it repeat for a few measures—there is temporal
dissonance between the image and the music. Although subtle, the implied
multitemporality of this moment mirrors the way Louise will come to experience time
herself.

Figure 3. The Walking Ostinato.
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5. A NEW TEMPORAL REALITY
The military orders an evacuation shortly after the alien ships raise to such an
altitude that the hydraulic lifts can no longer reach to allow Louise and her team to
continue their investigations. Because these ship movements are the first external
response those not on the ships observe from the aliens, a general anxiety that the aliens
might attack develops. Amidst the commotion of interpreting new orders, Louise escapes
the briefing room unnoticed and walks to the ship, which lowers a smaller pod that
Louise enters and raises her to the mothership for what turns out to be her final encounter
with the heptapods. Once she enters the main ship, there is no longer a barrier between
her and the heptapods—for the first time, she occupies the aliens’ actual physical space.
In all previous scenes aboard the ship, this glass barrier separates the humans and the
aliens, suggesting that the barrier is necessary to protect both the aliens and the humans.
But this encounter tells us that the glass barrier served to create a transitional space for
the humans to become accustomed to the physical laws of the ship’s environment.
Louise’s facial expressions reveal a severe anxiety at this moment, uncovering
uncertainty as to the outcome of being exposed to the alien’s environment. Is she being
abducted? Will she die? Is this a friendly interaction? The Real—which reveals itself
through the white fog-like atmosphere, the slower temporal flow created through slowmotion, and the visually absent force that ejects Louise from the pod into the main ship—
confronts Louise most directly here and cannot answer her questions with logical
satisfaction (See Figure 3). As Costello floats into the scene from an unknown location,
their mysteriousness that edges toward sinister adds to Louise’s anxiety. As his complete
corporeal form is revealed by a tilt up, we see the drastic difference in height between the
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two bodies, further fueling her feelings of the unknown. This height differential is a
classic Hollywood technique that reveals a power he holds over her.12

Figure 4. Louise Enters the Alien Mothership.

The interaction reveals that Louise now understands the syntax of the language
but does not completely comprehend why certain words are used—her second
subjectivity is born but still developing. For example, she understands Abbott is dying
and expresses sympathy, a quality only possible through understanding the language.
However, she does understand why Costello says “Louise has weapon.” She understands
that Costello has said the word “weapon” but does not understand his utterance—is
weapon a metaphor? A physical weapon? The heptapod attempts to clarify that the
weapon will help humanity save his species in 3,000 years, but that does not completely
elucidate the word for Louise. After she inquires about the identify of the little girl who

12

For similar uses of camera angles to manipulate interpretation of power struggles, see Dr. Strangelove:
Or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb and Citizen Kane.
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she just saw and has been seeing in flashbacks throughout the movie, Costello responds,
“Louise sees future.” He flies away before offering Louise satisfactory explanations.
Narratively, “Louise sees future” is the Master Signifier—we learn that Louise
sees dead people. To this point, we understand the cut away scenes of Louise and her
daughter to have taken place in the past. The malaise Louise expresses throughout this
adventure must be because her daughter has died, and Louise is changed for the negative
because of it. However, while Costello does not adequately explain how Louise sees
future, her inquiry of the girl’s identity that Louise’s daughter exits after Louise’s current
moment of time, not before it. Our own comprehension of Louise’s experience to this
point is upended.
The meeting in the camp goes unscored, but Agent Halpern saying “non zero-sum
game” triggers a flashback in Louise’s mind to when her daughter asks about a situation
to which this same term applies. The drone leitmotif emerges during the flashback,
accompanied by high, descending glissandi from the violins, whose aleatoric, creepy
effect Mickey Mouses the image of the small pod descending from the mothership
(01:24:40). The glissandi continue through a flash forward where Louise sees herself
inside the mothership, moving her hands through the ink-like substance that the aliens
emit to form the written part of their language. Though the synchronization aspect of film
scores requires precisely timed events—meaning that, while I have not seen the score for
the film, the glissandi are most likely notated with precise rhythms—their musical affect
is not one in which a viewer discerns a temporal pulse. The violins begin this gesture on
an open fifth of D6 and A6, descending aleatorically from these notes only to reform the
fifth recurringly. The stability of the fifth mirrors a visually absent fully-formed thought
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in the written alien language, while the glissandi are akin to the words falling apart into
the floating ink through which Louise runs her hands. This gesture reverses the way
Louise learns the language—it starts with the complete musical sonority only to fall
apart. Arrivals back on the recurring fifths mark temporal focus as well as sonic clarity
through their overtone structure. The aleatoric nature of the glissandi show, however, that
Louise has become unstuck in time. As a whole, the entire gesture represents Louise’s
transition from linear, human time to rhizomatic time (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987).
After Costello departs, Louise has a flashforward to what Joseph Campbell refers
to as Apotheosis on the Hero’s Journey: she has finally put together all of the pieces that
she has come across to this point and realizes her newfound temporal ability (2010, 117132). Music emerges from the cloud of white cloud that accompanies Costello’s
departure from the scene, leaving present Louise unsatisfied in her quest for answers. In a
moment of musical arrival, multiple leitmotifs sound simultaneously: the drone, the
persistent drumming, and the minimalist phoneme singing. The sonoric consonance--as
well as the aforementioned contrapuntal layering--to this moment underscores Louise’s
epiphany, but the cinematography and her facial expression tell a different story. The shot
cuts to Louise in shadow, lit from behind by an overhead dining table light. The camera
then pans around Louise, slowly revealing a dimly lit face not euphoric from the
realization of an acquired, superhuman ability but one of conflict, consternation, and
dread. While the score does cue us to the positive side Louise’s realization of her skill
and foreshadows her coming heroism, we can posit that Louise now understands not only
who the little girl is but that she will experience her daughter’s death. Even further, since
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Louise can now see all of time, Louise may in fact be internally living the trauma of
losing her daughter.
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6. BECOMING JOYLESS
A critical framework through which we can understand the phenomenology of
Louise’s temporal experience comes to us from Bergson’s classic study of Time and Free
Will. Bergson writes of the distinction between extensive (measurable) and intensive
(unmeasurable) properties. These terms map on to quantitative and qualitative ways of
understanding the world. For example, when I touch two objects of drastically different
temperatures—an extensive/measurable property—I can perceive easily which of the two
is hotter than the other. However, lacking a thermometer, I would be unable to accurately
determine more of a precise judgement of the difference in temperature than this relative
one; my experiences of the temperature are qualitative. Even if were to find out via a
thermometer that one object is precisely twice the temperature of the other, that
information is meaningless to my experience of the objects’ temperature difference.
For time, Bergson explains that while our modern experience of time may be
inundated with measurements (through watches, clocks, factory punch cards, railroads,
etc.), our phenomenological interaction with time is qualitative—intensive and
unmeasurable. While he was writing at a later time than Bergson, composer Gérard
Grisey provides an acoustic example of Bergson’s idea:

Let us imagine a sound event, A, followed by another event, B. Between A
and B exists what one calls the density of the present, a density which is
not a constant but which expands and contracts according to the event. In
effect, of the difference between A and B is virtually nil, in other words if
the sound B is entirely predictable, time seems to move at a certain speed.
By contrast, if the sound B is radically different, and virtually
unpredictable, time unfolds at a different speed.
There must exist holes in time, analogous to what aeroplane
passengers call "air pockets". Chronometric time is never obliterated, but
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our perception of it can overshadow the linear aspect for a more or less
brief instant. (Grisey 1987, 258-59).

Our experience of time is qualitative in that we don’t measure it except in retrospect.
Bergson uses these temporal distinctions to unpack our understanding of varying
magnitudes of aesthetic experiences and the difference between so-called opposites such
as joy and sorrow.

Let us try to discover the nature of an increasing intensity of joy or sorrow
in the exceptional cases where no physical symptom intervenes. Neither
inner joy nor passion is an isolated inner state which at first occupies a
corner of the soul and gradually spreads. At its lowest level it is very like a
turning of our states of consciousness towards the future. (Bergson 1950,
10)
Bergson thus understands joy as paired with anticipation—a sensation that we use to
qualify the future. In opposition, he explains sorrow as pointing toward the past.

It could be easily shown that the different degrees of sorrow also
correspond to qualitative changes. Sorrow begins by being nothing more
than a facing towards the past, an impoverishment of our sensations and
ideas, as if each of them were now contained entirely in the little which it
gives out, as if the future were in some way stopped up. And it ends with
an impression of crushing failure, the effect of which is that we aspire to
nothingness, while every new misfortune, by making us understand better
the uselessness of the struggle, causes us a bitter pleasure. (ibid.)
By ‘a bitter pleasure,’ Bergson is surely being ironic. The importance for the current
study is that the past is associated with pain and suffering.
As mentioned earlier, Louise’s expressions during the opening montage run
contrary to the cultural idea of newfound motherhood. Bergson’s framework elucidates
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Louise’s temporal experience here, one in which the future becomes the past. Since she is
remembering events that have yet to happen, the actual future is “stopped up”—she
cannot escape her sorrow through anticipation because she can no longer experience it.
The aliens’ gift language may have helped her save humankind, but it robbed her of
anticipation, a crucial aspect of the human experience.
Richter’s source track’s modal language does not completely annihilate
anticipation since the cyclical chord structure of the chaconne unfolds with regularity.
But a listener’s anticipation of notes to follow goes beyond prediction to a level of
certainty of what will follow any given note. In other words, we know what music will
come with a more certainty than we might in a tonal progression where we are more
actively anticipating harmonic movement and judging our experience of the composer’s
decisions relative to that anticipation. Richter’s temporality is “stopped up” with Louise.
While Louise may never again experience anticipation as she understood it before
encountering the aliens, she now knows the future with the certainty of a never-ending
chaconne.
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